As a national distributor with local presence, SunSource has a unique and electrifying position as a full-service resource for the industrial and mobile fluid power industry. We distribute a broad range of components, but SunSource is much more than a distributor just supplying fluid power products. We realize that our customers need more. To more effectively service and support our customers, we have added a network of very experienced Account Managers and Technical Specialists in place across North America that are dedicated to providing you with the best, products, the best people and the best customer support to make your production process operate more efficiently, and therefore improve your bottom line.

The SunSource Advantage

DISCOVER IT!

For over 85 years, SunSource associates have provided Industrial America with fluid power, motion control and fluid processing solutions that improve equipment and plant performance. We are dedicated to providing you with the best products, the best people and the best customer service.

The SunSource Advantage

DISCOVER IT!

Industry Knowledge
SunSource has extensive experience serving equipment manufacturers and the various plants, mills, mines and factories that power the U.S. industry. SunSource has a network of very experienced Account Managers and Technical Specialists in place across North America that are immediately available to review your process or application needs.

Quality Products
SunSource represents the key products to meet the Fluid Power, Motion Control and Fluid Processing needs of Industrial America. SunSource only represents the highest quality manufacturers, allowing you the peace of mind that you’re receiving the most cost-effective solution.

Extensive Inventory
SunSource is there exactly when you need us. With our strategically located distribution centers, your products and your support are locally available, delivered exactly when required. We stock over 30 million dollars worth of product from over 300 of the most recognized fluid power manufacturers in the world today. You’ll get the right part, at the right time, delivered to the right place.

Timely Delivery
SunSource’s nationwide network of over 54 stocking branches, Service & Repair Facilities, and 5 strategically located Distribution Hubs are all linked by a real time EDI network today. You’ll get the right part, at the right time, delivered to the right place.
SunSource is Keeping Industrial America Running

For over 85 years, SunSource associates have provided industrial America with fluid power, motion control and fluid processing solutions that improve equipment and plant performance. We are dedicated to providing you with the best products, the best people and the best customer support to make your production process operate more efficiently, and therefore improve your bottom line.

The SunSource Advantage

Industry Knowledge
SunSource has extensive experience serving equipment manufacturers and the various plants, mills, mines and factories that power the U.S. industry. SunSource has a network of very experienced Account Managers and Technical Specialists in place across North America that are immediately available to review your process or application needs.

Quality Products
SunSource represents the key products to meet the Fluid Power, Motion Control and Fluid Processing needs of Industrial America. SunSource only represents the highest quality manufacturers, allowing you the peace of mind that you're receiving the most cost-effective solution.

Extensive Inventory
SunSource is there exactly when you need us. With our strategically located distribution centers, your products and your support are locally available, delivered exactly when required. We stock over 30 million dollars worth of product from over 300 of the most recognized power manufacturers in the world today. You’ll get the right part, at the right time, delivered to the right place.

Timely Delivery
SunSource’s nationwide network of over 54 Stocking Branches, Service & Repair Facilities, and 5 strategically located Distribution Hubs are all linked by a real-time operating system. This means your products will arrive on-time, and error-free when you need them.

The SunSource Advantage

DISCOVER IT!

Keeping Industrial America Running

National Coverage, Local Inventory
Design and Application Engineering
Technical Support and Training

As a national distributor with local presence, SunSource has a unique and dominant position as a full-service resource for the industrial and mobile fluid power industry. We distribute a broad range of components, but SunSource is much more than a distributor just supplying fluid power products. We realize our customers need more. Along with high quality products, we provide a commitment to high quality customer service and technically sound, cost-effective solutions.

The decisions you make every day affect your company’s bottom line, and finding the right partners is a top priority. When your success depends on the success of others, it becomes critical to develop strong, lasting partnerships with suppliers you can trust to provide the support your company needs for a competitive advantage. Dependable, knowledgeable, efficient service helps you focus your energy on activities that help win your product – and help your company succeed.

– For more information, please contact your local SunSource representative.

For over 85 years, SunSource associates have provided industrial America with fluid power, motion control and fluid processing solutions that improve equipment and plant performance. We are dedicated to providing you with the best products, the best people and the best customer support to make your production process operate more efficiently, and therefore improve your bottom line.

The SunSource Advantage

Industry Knowledge
SunSource has extensive experience serving equipment manufacturers and the various plants, mills, mines and factories that power the U.S. industry. SunSource has a network of very experienced Account Managers and Technical Specialists in place across North America that are immediately available to review your process or application needs.

Quality Products
SunSource represents the key products to meet the Fluid Power, Motion Control and Fluid Processing needs of Industrial America. SunSource only represents the highest quality manufacturers, allowing you the peace of mind that you’re receiving the most cost-effective solution.

Extensive Inventory
SunSource is there exactly when you need us. With our strategically located distribution centers, your products and your support are locally available, delivered exactly when required. We stock over 30 million dollars worth of product from over 300 of the most recognized power manufacturers in the world today. You’ll get the right part, at the right time, delivered to the right place.

Timely Delivery
SunSource’s nationwide network of over 54 Stocking Branches, Service & Repair Facilities, and 5 strategically located Distribution Hubs are all linked by a real-time operating system. This means your products will arrive on-time, and error-free when you need them.
Your COMPLETE SOURCE for Fluid Power & Motion Control Products and Technical Services

Design and Engineering
The SunSource Advantage offers complete engineering resources to help you improve your product's performance or upgrade a part of your manufacturing process. Our technical support staff can advise you on the most complex projects in both plant and OEM applications.

Productivity Solutions
To improve productivity and reduce operating costs, SunSource technical Account Managers provide continuous evaluation of all functional areas of your plant. Our solutions could include process improvements such as manufactured and tested subassemblies, kitting and special packaging, and existing system retrofits.

Supply Chain Optimization
SunSource recognizes our customer's need to streamline their supply chain, reduce inventory levels, and minimize transaction costs. Our nationwide network of distribution centers are connected by our real-time operating system which provides you a single point of contact for sourcing products from over 300 quality manufacturers.

Service & Repair
SunSource is an authorized factory repair center for many of its product lines, ensuring that our remanufactured parts provide the performance needed in your toughest applications. Our staff of knowledgeable repair specialists work with your maintenance team to reduce repetitive failures, to minimize your maintenance costs, and to increase overall system life.

Value-Added Services
After an evaluation of your manufacturing operations, SunSource can suggest value-added services such as bar coding, inventory consignment programs, or logistics support for replacement parts. Whether it's adding value to your final product or allowing you to tap into your aftermarket, you can depend on SunSource to provide you with a real competitive advantage.

A Company of Companies
The foundation for SunSource’s impressive reputation has been built by merging a select group of fluid power distribution companies. Each had a proven track record of serving their customers well and being the industry leader in their geographic region. You may have known SunSource under some of these other well-known names:

- Activation
- Air-Dreco
- Callahan/Vibr
- DII Industrial
- Fauver
- Fluid Power Tech
- Fluid Process Equipment
- Ford-Galvat
- Hydraulic Specialists
- Maritime
- Northeast
- Pabco
- Paragon Technologies
- Perfexion Servo
- TOPSco
- Valves
- Warder Fluid Dynamics
- Warren
- Western Fluid Dynamics
- Western Hydraulics
- Wistech

We recognize the brand equity in these names. It is their history, and their experience that separates SunSource from a traditional parts-in-a-box distributor, and provides you with a valuable resource you can rely on.

SunSource has built a nationwide network of over 54 branches with the best geographic coverage to support you. Contact your local SunSource branch today, and put our fluid power and motion control expertise to work!
Custom Engineered Fluid Power Systems/ Coolant Systems

The SunSource Fabrication Group is uniquely qualified to offer your customer a complete engineered, assembled and tested system. Our core competency is integrating multiple technologies – hydraulic, electro-hydraulic, pneumatics, electronics and automation to supply the most comprehensive system possible.

Product Offering:
- Custom Hydraulic Power Supplies
- SunSource Standard and Custom Filter Carts
- Pneumatic and Lube Panels
- Custom Electrical Panel
- Standard Motor Starter Panels
- Custom Test Benches
- Transfer & Process Style Filtration Systems
- Custom Large Volume Process Pumping Systems
- Existing Power Unit Rebuild Service

Standard Hydraulic Power Units

SunSource offers a standard hydraulic power unit focused to optimize delivery demands while offering a level of options for design flexibility. The following standard features are available:
- Flows to 30 GPM, Pressures to 3000 PSI
- Horizontal & Vertical Pump / Motor Options
- Fixed & Variable Pump Options
- D03 & D05 valves along with stacking modules
- Return Filtration

Chip & Coolant Management

Product Offering:
- Filtration
  - Bag Filters
  - Cartridges
  - Roll Media
  - Air Filters
  - Self Cleaning
- Portable Filtration
- Tramp Oil Removal
- Chiller/Cooling Towers
- Mist Collection
- Conveyor System
- Coolant Valves
- Complete Custom Engineered Systems

A Company of Companies

The SunSource Advantage offers complete engineering resources to help you improve your product’s performance or upgrade a part of your manufacturing process. Our technical support staff can advise you on the most complex projects in both plant and OEM applications.

Productivity Solutions

To improve productivity and reduce operating costs, SunSource technical Account Managers provide continuous evaluation of all functional areas of your plant. Our solutions could include process improvements such as manufactured and tested subassemblies, kitting and special packaging, and existing system retrofits.

Supply Chain Optimization

Sunsource recognizes our customer’s need to streamline their supply chain, reduce inventory levels, and minimize transaction costs. Our nationwide network of distribution centers are connected by our real-time operating system which provides you a single point of contact for sourcing products from over 300 quality manufacturers.

Service & Repair

SunSource is an authorized factory repair center for many of its product lines, ensuring that our remanufactured parts provide the performance needed in your toughest applications. Our staff of knowledgeable repair specialists work with your maintenance team to reduce repetitive failures, to minimize your maintenance costs, and to increase overall system life.

Value-Added Services

After an evaluation of your manufacturing operations, SunSource can suggest value-added services such as bar coding, inventory consignment programs, or logistics support for replacement parts. Whether it’s adding value to your final product or allowing you to tap into your aftermarket, you can depend on SunSource to provide you with a real competitive advantage.
SunSource provides the widest selection of hydraulic components and systems from the leading suppliers.

**ACCUMULATORS**
Accumulators Inc.
Eaton (Vickers)
Nacol
Oil Air Hydraulics
Parker (Greer)

**CLAMPS - HOSE & PIPE**
Behringer
Hydac/Hycon
Hydro-Craft
Oetiker

**CUSTOM MANIFOLD PRODUCTS**
SunSource MEC
Argo-Hytos
Bucher (Command Controls)
Daman Products
Deltrol
Eaton (Vickers, Modular)
Hydrafource
Hytos
Magnaloy
Milwaukee Cylinder
Power Team
Source Fluid Power

**CYLINDERS**
Atlas
B-D Cylinder
Cross
Eaton (Hydro-line)
Enerpac
Firestone
Georgia Hydraulics
Hyco
Milwaukee Cylinder
Power Team
Sheffer

**FILTRATION**
Argo-Hytos
Arti Particle Counter
Atico-Internormen
DMIC
Donaldson (Western)
Eaton (Internormen, Vickers)
Flow-Ezy
Gresen
MP Products
Norman
Parker (Arlon)

**FLOW DIVIDERS**
Delta Power
Eaton (Vickers)
Gresen
Permclo
White Hydraulics, Inc.

**GAUGES, METERS & SWITCHES**
Dwyer
Hedland
Lake Monitors
Marsh
McDaniel Controls Inc.
Noshock
Wika

**GEARBOXES**
Bonfiglioli
Brevini
Eskridge
Fairfield

**GEROTER & GEROLER MOTORS**
Eaton Char-Lynn
Sauer-Danfoss
White

**HEAT EXCHANGERS**
AKG of America, Inc.
American Industrial
Blissfield
Hayden
ITT Standard
Oil-Ar
Thermal Dynamics
Thermal Transfer

**HOSE AND FITTINGS**
Brennan
Aeroquip
Anchor Flange
Dayco
Hytec
Power Team
Weatherhead

**HYDRAULIC ACTUATORS**
MOOG (Flo-Tork/Ohio Oscillator)

**HYDRAULIC BRAKES**
Auscro
Eskridge
Fairfield
Mico
Poclain
W.C. Branham

**MOTORS (GEAR, PISTON, VANE)**
Cross
Concentric (Haldex)
Danfoss (Sauer-Danfoss)
Dynex
Denison
Eaton Char-Lynn
Eaton Duraforce
Linde
Eaton (Vickers)
Kawasaki (Staffa)
Linde
Metaris
Parker (Commercial)
Poclain
Republic
Rotary Power
SAI
Turolla (Sauer-Danfoss)
Veljan

**POWER UNITS**
SunSource
Bucher (Monarch)
Concentric (Haldex)
Delta Power
Eaton (Vickers)
Enerpac
SPX (Stone)

**PRESSURE SWITCHES**
Artisan
Delta Power
IMF Efector
ITT Neo-Dyn
Norgren (Herion)
Magnaloy
PDI

**PUMP/MOTOR MOUNTS & COUPLINGS**
Buckeye
Durst
Hayes
Magnaloy

**VALVES (Solenoid, Directional, Pressure, Flow, Ball)**
SunSource
Alkon Corporation
Anchor Flange
Argo-Hytos
Automatic Valve
Bucher (Command Controls)
Comatrol (Compact Controls, Danfoss)
Command Controls
Danfoss (Sauer-Danfoss)
Deltrol
Denison
DMIC
Doering
Dynamic
Dynex
Eaton (Vickers, Modular)
Gresen
Hawe
Hydac/Hycon
HydroControl
Hytec
Kepner
Lance
Nachi
Parker (Sterling, Waterman, Republic)

**RESERVOIR & TANK ACCESSORIES**
SunSource
DMIC
Dynafab
Dynamic
Falls Fabricating
Flow-Ezy
JIC
Hydro-Craft
LDI (Lube Devices)
LHA Products
(Donaldson)
R&B Metal Products
Vescor
Zinga

**QUICK DISCONNECTS**
Aeroquip
Anderson Metal Corp
DMIC
Gresen
Hansen
Snap-Tite Inc.
Stucchi

**WINCHES**
Braden
Kinematics
Retzler

---

All products not available in all areas. Refer to your local SunSource location.

1-888-786-7723
SunSource has expanded our relationships with industry's top pneumatic suppliers.

SunSource can work with you to design or retrofit your lube systems.

All products not available in all areas. Refer to your local SunSource location.
SunSource has the automation products and knowledgeable people in place to be a full service resource.

**AC SERVOS**
- Animatics
- Delta Electronics
- Dyadic/Mechatronic
- Emerson /Control Techniques
- JVL
- Mitsubishi

**AC VARIABLE FREQUENCY DRIVES**
- Delta Electronics
- Emerson /Control Techniques
- Mitsubishi
- SEW Eurodrive

**ALUMINUM EXTRUSIONS/GUIDES**
- 80/20
- FUTURA
- Hoerbiger

**BALL RAIL & SCREWS**
- IKO
- Nook

**CABLES & CORDSETS**
- Balluff
- HTM
- Murr

**CONTROL PANEL COMPONENTS**
- Crouzet
- Eaton
- Murr
- R Stahl
- Wago

**COUPLINGS**
- R+W
- KTR
- Zero Max

**DC DRIVES & MOTORS**
- Emerson /Control Techniques
- Leeson

**ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS REPAIR**
- Paragon Technologies
- Perfection Servo Hydraulics

**ELECTRIC MOTORS**
- Baldor
- Leeson
- Lincoln Electric
- Marathon
- STW

**ELECTRO-MECHANICAL ACTUATORS**
- Duff Norton
- Dyadic/Mechatronics
- Exlar/ Curtiss-Wright
- INA
- Nook
- Parker
- Precision Technologies

**ENCODERS**
- Dynamap

**GEARBOXES & GEARMOTORS**
- Bayside (Parker)
- Bonfiglioli
- JVL
- Leeson
- SEW Eurodrive
- Stober

**HMI & INDUSTRIAL PCS**
- Delta Electronics
- Mitsubishi
- Proface-Xycom
- Renu Electronics

**INDEX UNITS**
- CKD
- Motion Index

**LIGHT CURTAINS & SAFETY SENSORS**
- HTM
- Leuze
- Pizzato

**MULTI-AXIS CONTROLLERS**
- Delta Computer
- Emerson /Control Techniques
- Mitsubishi

**PLCs**
- Crouzet
- Delta Electronics
- Eaton
- Mitsubishi
- Renu Electronics

**POWER SUPPLIES**
- Eaton
- Delta Electronics
- Murr
- Renu

**ROBOTS**
- Toshiba

**SENSORS**
- Balluff
- Eaton/Cutler Hammer
- Leuze
- HTM
- IFM
- NoShock
- Yamatake-Azbil

**STARTERS & CIRCUIT BREAKERS**
- Eaton
- EE Controls
- Mitsubishi

**FLUID PROCESS/FILTRATION**

**PROCESS INSTRUMENTATION**
- DuraValve
- Hansen
- Orange Research
- Wika

**PUMPS**
- Sulzer
- Ampco
- LMI
- Moyno/Mono
- MP Pumps
- Roper
- Iwaki

**SEALS**
- John Crane

**STORMWATER EQUIPMENT**
- Cultec
- Fabco
- Muscle Wall

**ROLL MEDIA**
- Hanes
- National Filter Media

**AIR FILTRATION**
- 3M
- Glasfloss
- LOSMA

**INDUSTRIAL LIQUID FILTRATION**
- 3M Purification (CUNO)
- Donaldson
- Eaton
- Filter Technology
- Filtermart
- Fluitek
- LOSMA
- Pentair
- Royal
- Zero Gravity

**SEPARATORS/STRainers**
- Eaton
- Lakes
- Schroeder

1-888-786-7723
SunSource provides you the assurance of factory repaired and tested components.

**Repair and Remanufacturing Program**

Let SunSource help reduce your maintenance costs! We offer repair, remanufactured and replacement pumps and motors along with remanufactured proportional valves and cylinders.

SunSource has extensive experience and understands the importance of keeping your system moving. With our wide-ranging experience, SunSource Service & Repair centers offer you complete repair and testing facilities to insure that your component meets factory new specifications.

- Thorough inspection of components
- Comprehensive failure analysis
- All high tolerance parts checked for minimum specifications
- Components rebuilt to remanufactured specifications
- Must pass Manufacturer’s test requirements
- All repaired units are covered under a limited warranty

*SunSource Hydraulic Service Centers are factory authorized repair and warranty centers for these world-class suppliers of fluid power components and systems.*

**FACTORY AUTHORIZED PRODUCTS:**

- Cessna
- Eaton
- Fairfield
- Hartmann
- Linde
- Char-Lynn
- SAI
- Sauer-Danfoss
- Sundstrand
- Vickers

**ALSO SPECIALIZING IN:**

- Delavan
- Denison
- Dynapower
- Hagglunds
- Hydreco
- Kawasaki
- Oilgear
- Rexroth
- Staffa

**Largest Remanufactured Unit Exchange Program**

SunSource provides our customers the industry’s largest supply of remanufactured components, rebuilt assemblies, and replacement parts, which is fully supported by our nationwide network of repair centers. SunSource’s Remanufactured Programs are your solution to lowering your inventory levels and your operating costs.

- Remanufactured components to the manufacturers’ latest specifications
- Completely tested and tuned to match your equipment specifications
- Documented inspection reports
- 24/7 technical hotline
- National coverage and support
- Large inventory of remanufactured units ready to ship

**Your Source for Electronic Repair**

SunSource has joined forces with Perfection Servo and Paragon Technologies, the industry leaders in industrial component and control repair. This joining of forces will further strengthen SunSource’s capabilities to serve our customers by providing a broader array of repair services of industrial hydraulics and electronic components.

**HYDRAULICS**

- Actuators
- Cylinders
- Motors
- Pumps
- Servo Valves
- Proportional Valves

**MECHANICALS**

- Ball Screws
- Gear Boxes
- Spindles
- Valves

**ELECTRONICS**

- Amplifiers
- CNC Controls
- Drives
- HMIs
- Molding Controls
- Motor Controls
- PLCs
- Power Supplies
- Servo Motors
- Transducers

info@sunsrce.com
Your COMPLETE SOURCE for Fluid Power & Motion Control Products and Technical Services

Design and Engineering
The SunSource Advantage offers complete engineering resources to help you improve your product's performance or upgrade a part of your manufacturing process. Our technical support staff can advise you on the most complex projects in both plant and OEM applications.

Productivity Solutions
To improve productivity and reduce operating costs, SunSource technical Account Managers provide continuous evaluation of all functional areas of your plant. Our solutions could include process improvements such as manufactured and tested subassemblies, kitting and special packaging, and existing system retrofits.

Supply Chain Optimization
SunSource recognizes our customer's need to streamline their supply chain, reduce inventory levels, and minimize transaction costs. Our nationwide network of distribution centers are connected by our real-time operating system which provides you a single point of contact for sourcing products from over 300 quality manufacturers.

Service & Repair
SunSource is an authorized factory repair center for many of its product lines, ensuring that our remanufactured parts provide the performance needed in your toughest applications. Our staff of knowledgeable repair specialists work with your maintenance team to reduce repetitive failures, to minimize your maintenance costs, and to increase overall system life.

Value-Added Services
After an evaluation of your manufacturing operations, SunSource can suggest value-added services such as bar coding, inventory consignment programs, or logistics support for replacement parts. Whether it’s adding value to your final product or allowing you to tap into your aftermarket, you can depend on SunSource to provide you with a real competitive advantage.

Custom Engineered Fluid Power Systems/Coolant Systems
The SunSource Fabrication Group is uniquely qualified to offer your customer a custom engineered, assembled and tested system. Our core competency is integrating multiple technologies – hydraulic, electro-hydraulic, pneumatics, electronics and automation to supply the most comprehensive system possible.

Standard Hydraulic Power Units
SunSource offers a standard hydraulic power unit focused to optimize delivery demands while offering a level of options for design flexibility. The following standard features are available:
- Flows to 30 GPM, Pressures to 3000 PSI
- Horizontal & Vertical Pump / Motor Options
- Fixed & Variable Pump Options
- D03 & D05 valves along with stacking modules
- Return Filtration

Chip & Coolant Management
Product Offering:
- Filtration
  - Bag Filters
  - Cartridges
  - Roll Media
  - Air Filters
  - Self Cleaning
- Portable Filtration
- Tramp Oil Removal
- Chillers/Cooling Towers
- Mist Collection
- Conveyor System
- Coolant Valves
- Complete Custom Engineered Systems
We distribute a broad range of components, but SunSource is much more than a distributor just supplying fluid power products. We realize that our customers need more. Alongside the high-quality products, we provide a commitment to high-quality customer service and technically sound, cost-effective solutions.

The decisions you make every day affect your company’s bottom line, so finding the right partners is a top priority. When your success depends on the success of others, it becomes critical to develop strong, lasting partnerships with suppliers you can trust to provide the support your company needs for a competitive advantage. Dependable, knowledgeable, efficient service helps you focus your energy on activities that help sell your product – and help your company succeed.

For more information, please contact your local SunSource representative.